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Name of the Activity / Event

Theme

Organised by

Venue

Date & Duration

Presented by

File

Obiectives:

Special Assembly

Diwali

Class III and IV

Special Assemblies/ CelebrationFile
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. To make students aware of the historical perspective and origin of celebration of Diwali.

. To make students realize the importance of celebration of the religious festivals.

. To enable students recognize certain values/ themes, and symbols associated with festivals

and implement them.

Descriotion:

"For me, religious festivals and celebrations have become an important way to teach my
children about how we can transform living with diversity from the superficial 'I eat ethnic
food', to something dignified, mutually respectful and worthwhile. " Randa Abdel-Fattah
Fest v'al of r,;f'ts that enlightens the hearts and brlngs joy to every heart; Diwali was
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ila a* i -e:::- an: i'la'am Plnc,pal follorveo Dy the dance performance of little Rukmrnians
on the song "Happy Diwali". The energetic dance performance on'Lakshmi Ganesh Stuti'
which ignited the religious fervour among the audience. To enlighten the audience with the
significance and importance of celebration of Diwali,'Sankshipt Ramayana'was presented by
the students of Class IV, It was followed by a speech on Green Diwali which motivated
everyone to celebrate an eco-friendly Diwali without bursting crackers. Italian Dance
performance by the students of class IIi and IV created an essence of celebration for all
Indian and Italian students followed by the skit on "Diwali Dil Se, Na Patakho Ka Shor, Na
Dhue Ka Zeher" presented by students of class III which inspired the gathering about the ill
effects of crackers on humans. Students of class III and IV-E presented dance performances
on 'Mere Tumhare Sabhke Liye Happy Diwali' which added exaltation to the celebration and
poem titled'Deepawali'highlighted the significance of celebrating it. Performance by the
students left no stone unturned to mesmerize everyone and it nimbly spread the message of
'Victory of Good over Evil'. The celebration continued by the Fashion Show which showcased
the amalgamation of east with the west. It was followed by the speech by Ms. Nicoletta,
exchange coordinator, Italy.

The happy and smiling faces of children spread the light of joy in the hearts of everyone, The
programme ended by taking a Pledge on "Lets Say No To Crackers And Celebrate an Eco-
Friendly Diwali" followed by National Anthem. Students were urged to celebrate Diwali in its
true spirit of spreading love, peace and joy.
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